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Problems exist in ‘non-human’ technological environments. 
A learning community is critical to collegial outcomes. 
Let’s explore and reveal strategies to engage students.
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 What is necessary to meet learner outcomes
 A teaching and learning model for online 
learning
 What structure, redundancy, and learning 
provide
 Glimpses of online classrooms in practice
 Personal online teaching outcomes (+/-)
 Evidence of best practices via components of the 
online teaching and learning model
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 College pressure to offer online courses (Schrum, 1998)
 Suggestions for online participant (Salmon, 2000)
 Student support services in distance learning (various)
 The Infancy Stage of E-learning Research (Siat, 2002)
 Community-based Online Courses (Palloff , 2007)
 Effect of Learning Preconceptions (Haverila, 2009)
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*The Relationship of Person to Machine*
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For  Students & Faculty :
 Finger / Wrist 
 Posture / Back
 Vision / Glare
 Overall Fatigue 






Home Health School Personal Work
. . . Time Management & Prioritization . . .
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Students
 Problems navigating the 
course space, finding 
course content, etc.
 Using the system (Web 
CT/Blackboard, OLS, 
Angel, etc)
 First time users and 
experienced alike –
upgrades in software, etc
 Efficiency with Software
 Problems using grade 
book, assessment, 
student grouping, and 
other tools available.
 Uploading video, giving 
instructions
 Keeping design simple / 




 Having a sense of 
belonging
 Gaining a sense of 
‘community.’
 Adapting from one 
online system and/or
online instructor to the 
next.
 Will I be successful?
 Time Management .
 Setting up  accountability 
for students.
 Understanding student 
perceptions .
 Gaining samples of student 







 What is the expectation?
 Interactive Role???
 Who knows me? 
 Will I interact?
 Will I ‘make my mark’ as 
a student, classmate?
 Will I be successful?
 Will I play a role in the 
social connect of the 
online student? 
 How will I play a role in 
the social connect of the 
online students? 
 Will I / How will I 







 Salmon (1998) observed:
“Student induction … is 
both sorely neglected 
and yet a key aspect of 
success for teaching and 
learning online”
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 Home Page Posts













Home Health School Personal Work









…. fostering a Human Learning  Community
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 Quality is Situational: Build & Acknowledge
 To show you are a perceptive teacher:
 Acknowledge individual statements
 Build course space with varied discussion types
 Acknowledge points and connections made
 Build discussion by participating
 Acknowledge course concept momentum
 Build academic relationships
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#4 - REDUCE SOCIAL DISTANCE
“Talk it Up” – Participation Requirements
Require  Visibility in Discussion at a minimum of 3x per week
Interaction
Presence
… fostering a Human, Learning  Community
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 A faculty-centered, peer review-based 
process that is designed to certify the quality 
of online courses.
 It is a continuous improvement model for 
assuring the quality of online courses 
through a faculty review process.
 Whatever Quality is…. It is not distant
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#5 - Teaming: ‘MAKE IT 
MANDATORY’
Team Building




























Hailed as “third generation distance learning” (Nipper, 
1989, p. 67), computer conferencing can:
1- offer active group particip1ation




Preliminary Researcher(s) for 
sub-topics, Editor(s), 
Timekeeper ….. Human-to-Human 
Contact




#6 - Embed OPPORTUNITIES for  
LEADERSHIP in the course
In Team-Based Products – “Leader” role
In feedback – be specific 
Require Student-Led Discussion Areas




#7 - Increase ‘Human-factors’ by 
Decreasing Classroom Size
Deploy Learning Groups & Teams
*Discussion Groups – heterogeneous, changing
*Learning Teams – constant, roles changing
*Team Projects – 4 per semester
*Team Roles – 4 per semester
*Allow for ‘Bonding’ 
*Groups will ‘norm, storm, conform, perform’
*Provide a CHAT room 
*Non-course content = CHAT
*Deploy team evaluations for
each team project…




State the Code of Conduct
Referring to the Codes of Conduct, 








“Call it what it is . . .”
Let Students know:
•This is a Learning Community
•They will make it full or empty Human-to-
Human 
Contact




Don’t lose the BASIC  4-1-1
New students will sign up…
Old news is important….
Post the System requirements….
Post the Updates….
Archive old discussions
Make your role known: 








 Explore the Student Perceptions – (eg. survey)
 Create a sense of belonging – (eg. give opportunities 
and expectation to speak, be heard, apply knowledge.)
 Let them create the individualized ‘community’ –
(e.g. acknowledge contributions)
 Utilize Adaptive Instruction – (eg. play gatekeeper)
 Humanize Comments – (eg. get replies to feedback)
…. fostering a Human, Learning  Community
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 Engage Students in their own Successful Outcomes
 Encourage Time Management 
 Set up  accountability for students in logical, do-able 
ways
…. fostering a Human, Learning  Community
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 Seek to Understand student perceptions 
 Get frequent, short samples of student skill 
 Observe comprehension (mandatory discussion 
questions)










 Humanized: Individualized & Personalized
 Perceptive: Quality is Situational
 Clarified: Structure & Format
 Facilitated: Time-Managed Format
 Measured: Feedback & Rubrics
 Accessible: The ‘Whole Student’







 Incorporate appropriate  Tools: Photo/Video
 Incorporate Home or Work when possible 
…. fostering a Human, Learning  Community
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